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Scene 064
Panel 1

Dialog
LOOK WHO'S COOKIN'
#BILL: hehehe

**Dialog**

#BILL: hehehe
Scene 066

Panel 3

Dialog

#BILL: hehehe
Scene 066
Panel 4

Dialog

#BILL: hehehe
#BILL: hehehe
#BILL: hehehe
#BILL: hehehe
Dialog

#BILL: I'm breaking out the funny apron! Aheehee!
Dialog

#BILL: I'm breaking out the funny apron!
#NANCY: It's important that we seem friendly, Bill, more than funny.
#NANCY: It's important that we seem friendly, Bill, more than funny.
#BILL: Right you are, ex-wife!
#BILL: Right you are, ex-wife!
#BILL: Right you are, ex-wife!
#NANCY: Ok also
#NANCY: don't call me that!
#BILL: Now let's get this barbeque started!
#BILL: Hello there neighbor! Come have a burger on us!
#BILL: Hello there neighbor! Come have a burger on us!
#BILL: Hello there neighbor! Come have a burger on us!
#MAIL LADY: No way, I heard there's a swamp witch livin' here!
Scene 071

Panel 6

Dialog

#MAIL LADY: No way, I heard there's a swamp witch livin' here!
MAIL LADY: No way, I heard there's a swamp witch livin' here!
Dialog

#BILL: There's no swamp witch here! Just some nacho chips and fresh guac!
#BILL: There's no swamp witch here! Just some nacho chips and fresh guac!
#BILL: There's no swamp witch here! Just some nacho chips and fresh guac!
#AUGUST: come onnn, let's goo!
#AUGUST: come onnn, let's goo!
#AUGUST: come onnn, let's goo!
#AUGUST: come onnn, let's goo!
#BILL: Hey there! Feel free to help yourselves...
#BILL: Hey there! Feel free to help yourselves...
#BILL: no harm will come to your bones!
#BILL: no harm will come to your bones!
#GRAMMA: Heh!
#GRAMMA: It's too late, Billy-Boy...
#GRAMMA: the damage has been done!
#BILL: Now look, all this talk of witches is nonsense! We're just a regular family!
#BILL: Now look, all this talk of witches is nonsense! We're just a regular family!
#BILL: Now look, all this talk of witches is nonsense! We're just a regular family!
#MILES: Well what about HER!?
#MILES: Well what about HER!?
Dialog

#GRAMMA: Nyah!
#NANCY: Hey, I get it. Alice can be scary.
#NANCY: Hey, I get it. Alice can be scary.
#NANCY: But she is isn't a witch, she's more of a...
#NANCY: a nice, regular old lady.
#NANCY: a nice, regular old lady.
#TILLY: Gramma's like a pinecone! Spiky on the outside, and equally spiky on the inside, but she sure is neat!
#TILLY: Gramma's like a pinecone! Spiky on the outside, and equally spiky on the inside, but she sure is neat!
#TILLY: Gramma's like a pinecone! Spiky on the outside, and equally spiky on the inside, but she sure is neat!
#TILLY: Gramma's like a pinecone! Spiky on the outside, and equally spiky on the inside, but she sure is neat!
#BILL: What we're trying to say is: No one here is a witch, and we aren't gonna curse anybody.
#BILL: What we're trying to say is: Gramma isn't a witch, and we aren't gonna curse anybody.
Dialog

#BILL: Now,
#BILL: Who wants a burger?
I do! / Why not? / I don't see the harm!
I do! / Why not? / I don't see the harm!
I do! / Why not? / I don't see the harm!
Dialog

#GRAMMA: ugh great.
#CRICKET: (O/s) Gramma?
#CRICKET: I've been waitin' all afternoon.
#CRICKET: When're we gonna get ta scarin' people?
#GRAMMA: Just as soon as I...
SFX Door opens
#JIM: Hii! Don't mind us, we're just looking for the silverware!
#JIM: Hii! Don't mind us, we're just looking for the silverware!
#JIM: Hii! Don't mind us, we're just looking for the silverware!
#JIM: Hii! Don't mind us, we're just looking for the silverware!
#JIM: Hii! Don't mind us, we're just looking for the silverware!
#GRAMMA: Oh NOW you've done it!
#GRAMMA: Get back outside you WORMS!
Dialog

#GRAMMA: Get back outside you WORMS!
#GRAMMA: Get back outside you WORMS!
Your home is lovely! / What a cute living room!
Your home is lovely! / What a cute living room!
Your home is lovely! / What a cute living room!
Your home is lovely! / What a cute living room!
Rustic! Into it! / Now this is a really nice fish.
Rustic! Into it! / Now this is a really nice fish.
Rustic! Into it! / Now this is a really nice fish.
#MILES: You don't refrigerate your ketchup?
#MILES: And then I used applesauce instead of butter to get juuuuust the right consistency...!
#MILES: And then I used applesauce instead of butter to get juuuuuust the right consistency...!
#MILES: And then I used applesauce instead of butter to get juuuuust the right consistency...!
#MILES: And then I used applesauce instead of butter to get juuuuuust the right consistency...!
#RACHEL: oh!
#RACHEL: I found it!
#RACHEL: Thanks so much, you guys sure are nice!
Scene 092

Panel 3

Dialog

#MILES: we'll have to pop in more often!
#MILES: we'll have to pop in more often!
#MILES: we'll have to pop in more often!
#GRAMMA: Wh-what?
#GRAMMA: Wh-what?
#MILES: pop in!
Dialog

#GRAMMA: No!!
#MILES: <slow> Popp Iiiinnn!
#MILES: <slow> Poppp Iiiinnn!
#MILES: <slow> Popp Piiinnn!
#MILES: <slow> Poppp Iiiinnn!
#MILES: <slow> Poppp Iiiinnn!
#MILES: <slow> Poppp Iiiinnn!
#MILES: <slow> Poppp Iiiiinnn!
#MILES: <slow> Poppp Iiiiinnn!
#GRAMMA: Did you hear that? They want to POP IN!?
#GRAMMA: Did you hear that? They want to POP IN!?
#GRAMMA: More OFTEN!?
Scene 098

Panel 1

Dialog

#GRAMMA: Get ready, Cricket!
#GRAMMA: Get ready, Cricket!
#GRAMMA: Get ready, Cricket!

#CRICKET: Whoa!
#GRAMMA: Get ready, Cricket!
#GRAMMA: The SWAMP WITCH is goin to the BBQ!
#GRAMMA: GOIN to the
#GRAMMA: BBQ